
Five tourists have traveled to the host country to watch the World Cup matches. Find out the favorite players and companions

of each tourist using the provided clues.

Hat: black, green, purple, red, yellow

Name: Albert, Charles, Gregory, Joseph, Kenneth

Player: Aguero, Beckham, Iniesta, Pele, Ronaldo

Companion: brother, cousin, father, nephew, uncle

Age: 25 years, 35 years, 50 years, 55 years, 60 years

The tourist who is 50 years old is situated in the middle.

The 25-year-old man is positioned at one of the ends.

The tourist traveling with his Nephew is next to the 35-

year-old tourist.

The man traveling with his Father comes immediately

after the one wearing a Purple hat.

The tourist who likes Iniesta is located right after the

one who likes Beckham.

The man wearing a Red hat is at the fourth position.

The man wearing a Purple hat is somewhere between

the man who is 25 years old and the one with a Black

hat, in that order.

The man traveling with his Cousin is seated next to the

one traveling with his Father.

The tourist who is 35 years old is at one end.

The man wearing a Red hat is seated somewhere to the

left of the one with a Black hat.

Beckham is the favorite player of the tourist wearing a

Purple hat.

The 35-year-old tourist likes Pele.

Beckham's fan is next to the 50-year-old tourist.

Joseph is the person immediately before the one

traveling with his Uncle.

The one with the Green hat is also traveling with his

Brother.

The 50-year-old man is somehow positioned between

the one with a Green hat and the 55-year-old man, in

that order.

The man who is 55 years old comes right before

Gregory.

The 25-year-old tourist is somewhere next to Albert.

The man wearing a Yellow hat is next to the one who

likes Aguero.

Kenneth is also traveling with his Father.
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Five tourists have traveled to the host country to watch the World Cup matches. Find out the favorite players and companions

of each tourist using the provided clues.

Hat: black, green, purple, red, yellow

Name: Albert, Charles, Gregory, Joseph, Kenneth

Player: Aguero, Beckham, Iniesta, Pele, Ronaldo

Companion: brother, cousin, father, nephew, uncle

Age: 25 years, 35 years, 50 years, 55 years, 60 years

The tourist who is 50 years old is situated in the middle.

The 25-year-old man is positioned at one of the ends.

The tourist traveling with his Nephew is next to the 35-

year-old tourist.

The man traveling with his Father comes immediately

after the one wearing a Purple hat.

The tourist who likes Iniesta is located right after the

one who likes Beckham.

The man wearing a Red hat is at the fourth position.

The man wearing a Purple hat is somewhere between

the man who is 25 years old and the one with a Black

hat, in that order.

The man traveling with his Cousin is seated next to the

one traveling with his Father.

The tourist who is 35 years old is at one end.

The man wearing a Red hat is seated somewhere to the

left of the one with a Black hat.

Beckham is the favorite player of the tourist wearing a

Purple hat.

The 35-year-old tourist likes Pele.

Beckham's fan is next to the 50-year-old tourist.

Joseph is the person immediately before the one

traveling with his Uncle.

The one with the Green hat is also traveling with his

Brother.

The 50-year-old man is somehow positioned between

the one with a Green hat and the 55-year-old man, in

that order.

The man who is 55 years old comes right before

Gregory.

The 25-year-old tourist is somewhere next to Albert.

The man wearing a Yellow hat is next to the one who

likes Aguero.

Kenneth is also traveling with his Father.
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Hat gr��n purp�� ye��ow ��d black

Name Char��s Albert Ken��th Jo��ph G��gory

Player Ron��do Beckham In��sta Ag��ro Pe��

Companion brot��r cousin fat��r ��p��w unc��

Age 25 years 60 years 50 years 55 years 35 years
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